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TONGUE DIAGNOSIS AND MINERAL BALANCING
The tongue is a vital, highly active and sensitive organ, which is the beginning and the only
visible part of the digestive tract, it is sometimes called the mirror of the stomach. One of the
first places that information can be obtained about the general health of the body is the tongue.
Signs of imbalances in other body organs or tissues for example the skin, hair nails can only be
detected after weeks or even months of imbalances, but with tongue diagnosis the imbalances
can be detected in as little as twenty- four hours. Tongue diagnosis is fast, accurate, safe
noninvasive and easy to learn.
After detecting and interpretation tongue of mineral shifts in the cells and the tissues,
homeopathic biochemical minerals are administered to re-established balance in the cells and
restore health. Learn this simple yet powerful diagnostic and mineral balancing technique in two
days and add a new dimension to your practice
In this course, you will:
How to detect and interpret mineral shifts in the cells
How to use trace minerals (oligo or homeopathic) to re-establish balance in the cells and restore
health
You will gain fundamental understanding of minerals as the core nutrients for optimal
biochemical function.
You will receive appropriate clinical protocols for prescribing mineral medicines.
BONUS:
Zinc Challenge Test-measure of the zinc tissue levels
Saliva pH mineral challenge Test-Measures alkaline buffer response (sympathetic or
Parasympathetic nervous system: dominance clients to determine appropriate treatment or
predict treatment outcomes)
Fee: $800.00 (Doctors) includes HST,
$350.00 includes HST Alternative Providers and Staffs
Date: May 11-12, 2017

Text: notes provided. Please call
Maximum Attendee: 30
Contact: Michele at Orthodent (866) 833-1033

Presenter:
Dame Dr. Sheila McKenzie,
RDH, PhD, IMD, DHMS, DHS
Since her entry in the healthcare field as a dental professional she has taken every effort to
advance her profession into integrative medicine. In addition to her extensive academic
credentials, in dental health care, homeopathy, orthomolecular nutrition and integrative
medicine. She has held positions, including clinician, educator lecturer, researcher and
humanitarian. She served as a Public Health Diplomat under the International Parliament
for Safety Peace (2003-2013).
Dr. McKenzie has been a champion for the preservation of traditional and integrative
medicine healthcare and humanitarian medicine. She is a global ambassador for healthcare
reform for the National Coalition Party of Canada (NCPC). Dr. McKenzie is Dame
Commander for Canada under the Sovereign Orthodox Order of Knights Hospitallers. She
has been mentoring healthcare professionals in integrative medicine modalities and
humanitarian medicine outreach since 2004. She is the head of the research supervisory
team at the University of Humanitarian Medicine and is a UNESCO certified educator.
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